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From the Dean
November is a time for gratitude and thanks. Our first Winter Recognition
Ceremony honored students inducted into Beta Gamma Sigma, students who
earned academic and faculty awards, and those who will graduate this
December. We called the names of those in attendance in person and those
connected virtually and provided cords, pins, certificates, and woodallions. We
maintain our new tradition of providing paddles for academic awards instead
of plaques and will mail items to all students for Winter honors. It was a
moment where you could clearly see the joy of students, some parents,
grandparents, faculty, and friends. Sincere thanks to Melanie Brooks and her
team of people who gifted us all with the ceremony and reception. I am very
grateful for the pictures of that joy that are etched into memory. Hope you all
have a great Thanksgiving with time to notice and celebrate the joy of the
season, too.
- Faye Gilbert, Ph.D.

Honoring our Veterans
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In honor of Veterans Day we'd like to sincerely thank our two faculty members - who
are also veterans - for their service to our country. Thank you Dr. Patti Miles and Dr.
Matt Graham !

Publications
Dr. Susan MY.rden. McConnell Associate Professor of Business,
has had a paper accepted for publication in Social Science &
Medicine. "Parents and Coaches as Transformational Leaders:

Motivating High School Athletes' Intentions to Report
Concussion Symptoms Across Socioeconomic Statuses" is
co-authored with faculty from the University of Georgia and the
University of Wisconsin-Madison.

In the News
A paper co-authored by Dr. Susan Myrden, "Services under new management: the
myth of a fresh start, "was recently highlighted in a story published by Smith
Business Insight from Queens University in Ontario, Canada.
There are two new stories about our faculty on the MBS News webpage. The first
introduces Dr. Pankaj Agrrawal as our new Salgo Professor. The second highlights
https://us 7.campaign-archive.com/?u=e6925d5ebff9174cb0f92ef00&id=00 10e51 d5f
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Portland this semester.

Guest Speakers and Presentations
Last week, Martha Broderick, Esg!.I hosted former Maine
Secretary of State Matthew Dunlap in her Legal Environment of
Business Class. Mr. Dunlap is a UMaine alum for both his
undergraduate and graduate degree. "Matt Dunlap is the
perfect example of a humble civil servant," Broderick says. "His
visit helped guide our students in their knowledge of state
government and business regulations."
Dr. Matt Graham. Associate Professor of Business Information Systems, invited two
guest speakers to his class last week. Amber Chadwari, a 2018 Finance and BIS
graduate, spoke in Dr. Graham's database management class about the importance
of having technical skills, especially SQL. She shared her experiences since
graduating and how the MIS concentration gave her an opportunity to work at Tyler
Technologies as an IT developer. That position led to her being recruited by Amazon
to work in their Customer Optimization and Enablement department for Amazon
Web Services. After her presentation, several students said they were going to
declare the business information systems concentration! Mark Ranalletti, CEO and
Owner of Calyxflowers.com and 1991 graduate in Marketing, spoke to the BIS 235
Digital Business Transformation class. He shared how his experience at MBS helped
him design and implement new information systems at LL Bean, leading LL Bean to
reduce expenses and increase revenues by several million dollars between 1994 and
2013. He then shared how he leveraged this experience to buy and transform
Calyxflowers.com into a profitable company. "Mark emphasized how students
should learn about new emerging technologies and think of ways these new
technologies can transform businesses for the better or create new businesses," Dr.
Graham says.
Earlier this week, Martha Broderick led a negotiation workshop for the MBS Women
in Business student organization members.

Diversity, Equity, & Inclusion
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elected to add UMaine's Land Acknowledgement to the homepage. See it here ...

Student Athlete Accolades
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Two of our MaineMBA student field hockey players were named to the AllTournament team after UMaine's America East Conference title game on Sunday.
Hana Davis and Cass Mascarenhas, both midfielders, were singled out for the honor.
Cass was also named Midfielder of the Year and First Team All-Conference AllAcademic, and Hana was named Second Team All-Conference this season.
Congratulations!

Board Service
Dr. Susan Myrden has been elected to the Board of Directors for the Penobscot
Region New England Mountain Biking Association (PRNEMBA).

Student Organizations
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ur. !::>ebast1an Lobe 1s excited to announce that !::>1--'lt-t-v·s
portfolio is now at $4.3 million. "Needless to say, we have not
been up that high before," Dr. Lobe says. "Congratulations to

SPIFFY

the team-past and present." Find SPIFFY on Linkedln here ...
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From the Dean
Thanksgiving does bring out feelings of gratitude. As I return from visiting
my family in Mississippi, I am grateful that the ground is covered in a
dusting of snow here in Maine and that it feels like a bit of winter has
hugged the campus. Our faculty have been busy inviting excellent guest
speakers to engage with our learners, participating in panel discussions
and outreach, and publishing their scholarship to enhance knowledge in
their academic disciplines. Our student organizations have been busy in
our Atrium this month with an Adopt-a-Family initiative as well as a
holiday party. My best wishes to each of you to enjoy the moments you
can participate in community and allow the holidays to brighten our
respective corners of the world.
- Faye Gilbert, Ph.D.

In the News
Dr. Jason Bolton. Innovation Area Coordinator for the MBS, was featured on
Maine Calling last week. The t opic of discussion was st arting and sustaining a
food/beverage company in Maine. Give it a listen ...
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Dr. Sebastian Lobe welcomed J.P. Lee into his Investment
Strategy (FIN 353) class on November 16. Lee, an

Vari~cli®

Associate Project Manager at VanEck Vectors ETFs, talked about
cryptocurrencies and blockchain. He focused on the crypto landscape at
VanEck's ETF, which is devoted to disruptive companies participating in the
digital assets economies. "It's a timely topic and great insights from an expert
at the forefront of this disruptive industry," Dr. Lobe says.
On Tuesday, Dr. Tim Graciano, Head of Data Science at
Convoy, spoke to Dr. Angie Zheng's BUA 601 Data

CONVOY

Analysis for Business students. He talked about how data analytics plays a
critical role in supporting business decision-making in general and in his
company. He also discussed the industry's expectations of business
professionals in terms of data analytical skills.
Dr. Nadege Levallet invited Annie Gregoire, General
Manager for L'.Oreal International Distribution - North

L0REAL

America, to her MBA 670 Managerial Marketing class. Annie discussed the
L'.Oreal International Distribution {LID) division. LID serves as a complement to
the traditional distribution divisions in the countries where L'.Oreal operates. As
the GM, she strategically identifies brands that have potential for growth but
where the countries' distribution divisions do not have the bandwidth to grow
them. The students asked her questions about her 18 year career path at
L'.Oreal, the LID division and its role within L'.Oreal, as well as global distribution
questions, notably related to the COVID-19 pandemic.

Publications
Dr. Norm O'Reilly, Dean of the Graduate School of Business, has published a
new column in Sports Business Journal titled "A modern tale: Ability and
resQonse ability~. In this article, Dean O'Reilly and co-author Rick Burton share
their thoughts on how the NCAA should be handling student-athletes with
disabilities.
Dr. O'Reilly was on the research team for the 2021 Adult Report Card, by
https://us 7.campaign-archive.com/?u=e6925d5ebff9174cb0f92ef00&id=48dfe21 b71
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Presentations
Matthew Hodgkin. Lecturer in Innovation and
Entrepreneurship. is serving on a panel this week at the
2021 University of Maine System Micro-Credential
Initiative Summit. The panel, "Developing and
Implementing UMS Micro-Credentials for UMS Students
and Youth," will feature UMS Micro-Credential developers
who will discuss the development process, benefits for
the learners, and share insight on best practices. UMS micro-credentials include
Career Prepared, Innovation, 4-H STEM Ambassadors, and 4-H Outdoor
Leadership.
On November 21, Dr. Norm O'Reilly
unveiled his best practices when
doing industry-based research during
his third episode of the Sunday Night

SUNDAY
NIGHT

Huddle. Alongside him was special
guest UMaine Business Specialist
Librarian John Hutchinson, who
shared the most effective ways to use the expansive Fogler Library online
services. You can watch EP-isode 3 here.

Maine Center Webpage Update
The GSB team worked with UMaine's Graduate and Professional Center and
Blaze Partners to update the MBA Rage on their website. creating a more userfriendly experience. Special thanks to Graduate Assistant Connor Blake for
capturing the footage for the landing page video.

GSB Publication & Award
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DiBartolomeo, Assistant Professors of Finance, and two co-authors outside of
the business school, received the CFP Board Center for Financial Planning Best
Paper Award in Diversity & Inclusion in Financial Planning at the 2021
Academic Research Colloquium for Financial Planning and Related Disciplines.
Their paper is titled, "Racial Animosity and Black Financial Advisor
Underrepresentation."

Student Organizations
MBS Corps
On November 18, Maddie Humphrey and Ella Marshall from MBS Corps cooked
dinner at the Ronald McDonald house. Due to Covid protocol, only three
volunteers are permitted in the kitchen at a time to cook a meal.
The annual Adopt-a-Family initiative is underway. Students will be set up in the
Atrium on Tuesday and Wednesday from 10:30 am to 12:30 pm . Please stop by
and pick up a tag to help a child in need this season. If you are unable to stop
by in person, but want to participate, please contact Nory Jones. The deadline
for donations is December 10th.

MBS Corps, Undiscovered Maine, and Women in Business
On Thursday evening, these three MBS student organizations hosted an end of
semester celebration in the DPC Atrium for all MBS students.
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From the Dean
As the end of 2021 approaches and our semester is nearly finished, I
wanted to write a note of congratulations to you all on a job well done.
Soon the semester will be behind us and the excitement of 2022 and all
that it might hold will be here. I honestly can't wait!
But first, finals week is here and I wish you all energy, focus, and success
as you finish out the fall semester. For me, the end of this semester will
be 6 months on the job at UMaine and it's been both a busy one and a
fantastic one! There are so many great things happening here, such a
great culture and a burgeoning future. I am beyond excited as to what the
future holds for all Black Bears. As I reflect back, there are a few specific
things that I am very proud of as we round out my first fall semester here.
One example is our newly minted partnership with HELP University in
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia, which includes big potential for our business
programs in the near future. Second, specific to the Graduate School of
Business, our plans are set to move to Portland's Old Port in partnership
with the Law School and other university entities. Plus, our MBA program
is thriving, our staff and faculty have gone above and beyond during the
challenges of the past 2 years, and I continue to be impressed by all our
students, whether in Orono, in Portland, or beyond.
Have a successful week, a fantastic holiday, and a prosperous 2022.
- Norm O'Reilly, Ph.D.
https://us 7 .campaign-archive.com/?u=e6925d5ebff9174cb0f92ef00&id=d9cea61 c6d
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A New Connection Abroad
The University of Maine and the Maine Business School have a new connection
with HELP University in Kuala Lumpur. An MOU was recently signed between
the institutions that should lead to many ways for us to interact officially with
each other, including collaborations between faculty and the opportunity for
student exchanges on the BSBA and MBA levels. "I extend many thanks to Dr.
Mura lee Das for fostering the beginning of this relationship and to Dr. Norm
O'Reilly for completing the first agreement for MBA students," says Faye Gilbert,
Executive Dean of the Maine Business School.

Publications
Dr. Manuel Worsdorfer, Assistant Professor of
Management and Computing Ethics, has had a paper
accepted in a peer-reviewed journal. His paper, "Digital
Platforms and Competition Policy: A Business-Ethical
Assessment" is slated to be published in the Journal for
Markets and Ethics . Dr. Worsdorfer has also had a peerreviewed book chapter accepted for publication in the
Oxford Handbook of Ordoliberalism published by Oxford University Press. His
chapter is called "Walter Eucken - Foundations of Economics."

In the News
Dr. Patti Miles was featured last week on The Maine
.Question Podcast. hosted and produced by Ron Lisnet
from UMaine's Marketing and Communications Division.
Listen in as Dr. Miles breaks down the issues surrounding
supply chain woes.
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In collaboration with the Foster Center for Innovation,
Matt Hodgkin, Lecturer in Innovation and
Entrepreneurship, led a Brainstorming 101 Workshop on
Tuesday for The Maine App Challenge participants. Tyler
Technologies hosts the challenge for Maine high school
students.
Find out more here ...

Excel: BIS 105
The stats are in for the first section of Excel Fundamentals BIS 105. Eighty-nine
students were taught by Dr.Tanya Beaulieu and Jennifer Larlee. Of those, 80%
went on to earn their Excel Certification. Great work!
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From the Dean
As this special time of year approaches, we are reminded of the
importance of this academic family and the wonderful work that
continues by faculty, staff, students, and friends. We are UMaine, and the
quality of our programs is notable. Our students continue to say they feel
this is a learning home with faculty and staff who care about them and go
the extra mile to reach them with enriched learning experiences. On
behalf of the Maine Business School and the Graduate School of
Business, I wish you all a safe and happy season filled with hope and joy.
- Faye Gilbert, Ph.D.

In the Classroom
Last week, students in Dr. Ivan Manev's International Management class held a
poster session in t he DPC Atrium where they presented their research . Some of
the topics included:
• The international dimensions of the controversial CMP corridor (CMP is
owned by Iberdrola of Spain and Hydro-Quebec is Canadian)
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Taiwan Semiconductor
Manufacturing Company, a
leading supplier of chips, in
resolving it
• Tesla's planned gigafactory
that is underway in Germany

CUGR Fellowship
Nicholas Johnson, a finance major, has recently
been awarded a $1,500 Center for Undergraduate
Research Fellowship. The idea for his project,
"Measuring China's Footprint in the American
Economy," came from a lecture in Dr. Stefano
Tijerina's international business class about the
Nine Dragon Paper mill in Old Town. "The company
is largely credited with revitalizing the struggling
community through both its capital and its
goodwill," Nicholas says. "This local impact was fascinating and made me
wonder what the bigger picture looked like. So, I decided to dig a little deeper
and investigate the impact of foreign direct investment from China throughout
the United States." With help from Dr. Tijerina, his project advisor, he will look at
the volume of investment, both locally and nationally, over the past 15 to 20
years. In doing so, he hopes to paint a clear picture of the overall presence of
China in the United States.

UMaine Cooperative Extension Grants
Dr. Jason Bolton. Extension Professor and Food Safety Specialist and
Innovation Program Area Coordinator, has recently been awarded two grants.
https://us 7 .campaign-archive.com/?u=e6925d5ebff9174cb0f92ef00&id=a6d0e5afa9
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Department of Agriculture, Conservation &
Forestry as the Principal Investigator for Produce
Safety Education 2022. This project will allow Dr.
Bolton and Dr. Robson Machado to support farmer
food safety education and inspection by providing
Food Safety Modernization Act (FSMA) Produce
Safety Training targeted to any Maine resident
and/or farmer interested in participating in this program and obtaining the
course completion certificate. Dr. Bolton is also a Co-Principal Investigator on a
project with Dr. Robson Machado and Christina Howard. They were awarded
$276,476 from the US Department of Agriculture. Their project, Jumpstart to
Farm Food Safety - Farm Food Safety Planning for Small and Medium-Sized
Farms, collaborates with the University of New Hampshire Cooperative
Extension to provide one-on-one Farm Food Safety Plan writing assistance and
on-farm produce safety risk assessments. Congratulations, Dr. Bolton!

Presentations
On December 8, Dr. Norm O'Reilly, lead author of the 15th Annual Canadian
Sponsorship Landscape Study (CSLS), presented a summary of the results of
the most recent study at the Western Sponsorship Congress. Dr. O'Reilly's
presentation covered the scope, scale, and trends of the sponsorship industry,
including industry size, spending by sector, activation trends, evaluation
practices, strategic priorities, and future outlook. The study draws on both
academic and industry resources to provide information that is extremely
relevant, highly ethical, and provides outstanding sponsorship expertise for
sponsors, properties and agencies.
On December 9, Dr. Manuel Worsdorfer. Assistant Professor of Management
and Computing Ethics, gave an invited talk on Climate Finance and Green
Bonds - A Business-Ethical Analysis. The name of the conference was 'Leibniz
Network: Environmental Crisis - Crisis Environments', and the event was
organized by the Peace Research Institute Frankfurt/Leibniz Association.
The MECPA Rising Up and Recognizing Excellence Leadership Awards Event
featured Dr. Norm O"Reilly. As the event's keynote speaker, Dr. O'Reilly discussed
the need for collaboration between educational institutions and the business
https://us 7 .campaign-archive.com/?u=e6925d5ebff9174cb0f92ef00&id=a6d0e5afa9
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talent, embrace the digital economy, prepare for rapid economic recovery and
NFTs (Non Fungible Tokens), and recognizing diversity.
On Tuesday, Dr. Pank Agrrawal. Professor of Finance, attended a working
session for the UMaine 2025 President's Commission on Excellence and Equity.
Participants spent the afternoon synthesizing the ideas and recommendations
that have emerged from their themed meetings that have taken place over the
past nine months.

Student Outreach
Over the last two weeks, students, deans, and staff have been writing
personalized messages on more than 900 postcards to be mailed to our firstyear students, sophomores, and juniors. These are messages of cheer and
accomplishment as we finish the fall semester and turn our attention to the
new year. A big thank you to everyone who helped in this endeavor.
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The Salvation Army
assigned the MBS
Corps six families to
purchase gifts for this
holiday season.
During December,
MBS Corps members
handed out free hot
chocolate and candy
canes in the Atrium to
spread awareness about the Adopt-A-Family event and collect toys and
monetary donations. The student organization received monetary and gift
donations totaling $1,500. This past weekend, MBS Corps members went
shopping with the monetary donations to purchase the remainder of the
presents needed. This event is a great way to spread holiday cheer for those
who need financial assistance.
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